Miniaturized high-NA focusing-mirror multiple optical tweezers
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Abstract: An array of high numerical aperture parabolic micromirrors \( (NA = 0.96) \) is used to generate multiple optical tweezers and to trap micron-sized dielectric particles in three dimensions within a fluidic device. The array of micromirrors allows generating arbitrarily large numbers of 3D traps, since the whole trapping area is not restricted by the field-of-view of the high-NA microscope objectives used in traditional tweezers arrangements. Trapping efficiencies of \( Q_{\text{max}} \approx 0.22 \), comparable to those of conventional tweezers, have been measured. Moreover, individual fluorescence light from all the trapped particles can be collected simultaneously with the high-NA of the micromirrors. This is demonstrated experimentally by capturing more than 100 fluorescent micro-beads in a fluidic environment. Micromirrors may easily be integrated in microfluidic devices, offering a simple and very efficient solution for miniaturized optical traps in lab-on-a-chip devices.
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1. Introduction

In 1970, Arthur Ashkin demonstrated how milliwatts of laser radiation can be used to accelerate even trap micron-sized particles suspended in liquid and gas [1] and in 1986 he demonstrated the single-beam gradient force optical trap, commonly referred to as optical tweezers [2]. Today, much interest is given to explore possibilities for combining optical forces with microfluidic systems (lab-on-a-chip or miniaturized analysis systems [3]). Optical forces have been proposed for trapping and manipulating [4, 5], sorting [6, 7] or guiding [8] micron-sized artificial as well as biological particles within microfluidic devices, demonstrating the potential of this micro-manipulation technique for future miniaturized analysis systems.

Integrating large matrices of optical traps in microfluidic devices may allow performing par-
allel and well controlled bio-chemical reactions on arrays of mesoscopic objects, including living cells, for the assessment of statistical data, drug screening, or for recovery of rare primary cells. Several multiple optical trapping schemes have already been proposed relying on very different techniques, including diffractive elements [9, 10], interfering beams [11, 12], VCSEL arrays [13], microlens arrays [14] or optical fiber-bundles [15]. Certain optical trapping schemes even allow generating multiple traps that are computer-reconfigurable using laser scanning [16] or spatial light modulators [17, 18].

However, the miniaturization has essentially been restricted to the microfluidic side. Today’s optical trapping schemes mostly rely on macroscopic optical components and on rather complex, cumbersome optical set-ups, commonly arranged around fluorescence microscopes. Also, the very limited field-of-view of high numerical aperture objective lenses commonly employed for optical trapping realistically restricts the number of particles that can be trapped simultaneously, especially if such particles have relatively large dimensions, as it is the case for living cells. The miniaturization of the optical components needed for optical trapping could lead to innovative optical trapping and analysis systems, partially or completely integrating optics and microfluidics within the same analysis biochip. A miniaturized version of the counter-propagating two-beam trap was achieved in the 90’s using two facing optical fibers [19]. This trapping configuration was recently demonstrated in a completely miniaturized device embedding both the trapping laser sources and the microfluidics within the same monolithic semiconductor [20]. Miniaturizing the single-beam gradient force optical trap would require high numerical aperture (NA) micro-optical components, which is hardly attainable. The only successful example so far has taken advantage of a special tapered optical fiber [21].

In this article we demonstrate that miniaturized focusing mirrors can provide the high-NA necessary for generating single-beam optical traps with micro-optical components. Furthermore, arrays of such micromirrors provide a highly scalable approach for generating a large number of optical traps, and may be directly integrated into microfluidic devices.

2. Parabolic micromirrors as high-NA micro-optics

When operating in a single-beam configuration, optical traps rely on highly convergent light beams (at least $NA \geq 0.7$, but typically $NA \geq 1$) capable of trapping micrometer-sized dielectric particles in three dimensions. Typically, objective lenses are employed to perform such a tight focusing task. Although single aspheric air-immersed lenses with NAs as high as 0.7 are commercially available, such a high NA can hardly be reached with microlenses [22]. Simple calculations show that the sides of a single-sided aspherical microlens should be very steep relative to the substrate if standard optical glass ($n \simeq 1.56$) is used. High-index materials, such as silicon, are not employable in the visible and near-infrared ranges due to their poor optical transmission at these wavelengths. Besides the technical issues related to the fabrication of high-aspect ratio aspherical microlenses, their effective numerical aperture is limited because the high incidence angles strongly restrict the fraction of light which is effectively refracted at the higher NAs. Graded-index (GRIN) lens arrays might also be considered, but their NA is usually limited to 0.5, which is insufficient to generate single-beam optical traps. Special GRIN fiber bundles with NA as high as 1.0 have been used for multiple optical trapping [15], but for some unspecified reason 3D optical trapping could not be achieved. Hybrid approaches, e.g. plano-convex microlenses featuring a refractive index increase towards the side of the lens may provide an opportunity to reach higher NAs, but do not seem to be technically feasible at this time.

Instead, a parabolic mirror directly allows for high-NA light focusing, and it is also well suited for miniaturization. Fig. 1(a) illustrates the parabolic mirror basic focusing geometry and main parameters: diameter $d$ and paraxial radius of curvature $R$. A parallel beam, travelling
along the mirror optical axis, is focused to one point without aberrations in the geometrical approximation. The numerical aperture of a parabolic mirror (PM) is given by

$$NA_{PM} = n \sin \left[ 2 \arctan \left( \frac{d}{2R} \right) \right]$$

where $n$ is the refractive index of the media immediately adjacent to the mirror’s reflecting surface. As it will be described in the next section, we have produced focusing parabolic micromirrors by negative replication of an array of plano-convex microlenses. A comparison between the NAs of the master microlenses with that achievable with the molded micromirrors is implemented in Fig. 1(c). Both the lenses and the mirrors are characterized by the same diameter to radius-of-curvature ratio $d/R$. For the plano-convex lens, we assume a paraxial approximation

$$NA_L \simeq (n_{\text{lens}} - 1) \frac{d}{2R}$$

and consider that the lens is composed of conventional optical glass with index of refraction $n_{\text{lens}} = 1.56$. This paraxial approximation (straight line ending in dots) is reasonable at least for plano-convex lenses characterized by apertures up to $NA_L \simeq 0.2$. In the very low-NA limit ($d/R << 1$), a paraxial approximation may also be considered for the mirrors ($NA_{PM} \simeq nd/R$). Within this limit, the NA of an air-immersed ($n = 1$) parabolic mirror is more than three times higher than the one of a single plano-convex lens having the same diameter and radius of curvature

$$\frac{NA_{PM}}{NA_L} \simeq 3.57n, \quad d/R << 1$$
The factor $n$ in Eq. (3) appears because the angles $\theta$ at which rays are redirected by the mirror are independent of the adjacent media’s refractive index, conversely to the refraction at a lens curved interface. Therefore, if the media on the reflection side of the mirror is characterized by an index of refraction $n$ higher than unity, the NA of the mirror is even further increased by a factor $n$. The example reported in Fig. 1(c) assumes that the mirror is immersed in a dielectric media characterized by the same refractive index as the one of the lens ($n = n_{\text{lens}} = 1.56$). This corresponds to a ratio $NA_{PM}/NA_{L}$ of 5.57 in the paraxial limit. In the non-paraxial regime, this ratio is somewhat reduced due to the non-linearity of Eq. (1), but still is close to five in practical cases.

The particular physical configuration of the parabolic mirrors used in the present experiments is illustrated in Fig. 1(b). The volume on the concave side of the mirror, where reflection takes place, is filled by a solid characterized by a high index of refraction $n_{\text{solid}}$. The focus of the mirror is located within the adjacent fluid containing particles to be trapped (typically water) which has an index of refraction $n_{\text{fluid}}$, lower than the one of the embedding media $n_{\text{solid}}$. The NA gain factor with respect to a mirror that would be filled by the fluid still is of $n_{\text{solid}}/n_{\text{fluid}}$. Some spherical aberration is introduced in the system (similarly as with oil-immersion microscope objectives) but a resulting reduction in the trapping efficiency is expected to be limited provided that the distance $h$ between the interface and the foci is kept small [23].

As shown in Fig. 1(c), micromirrors are easily overcoming the NA requirements for 3D trapping ($NA > 0.7$, horizontal dashed line). This limit is indicative, since it depends on the characteristics of the object to be trapped. The star ($\star$) indicates the aperture achieved by the micromirrors produced in the framework of this work. Their fabrication is described in the next section.

3. Experimental

3.1. Micro-mirror array fabrication

An array of parabolic micro-mirrors was successfully produced by molding in UV-curing resist a commercially available array of micro-lenses (Süss MicroOptics, Neuchâtel, Switzerland). These fused silica microlenses ($NA = 0.15$) have a diameter of 240$\mu m$, a radius of curvature of 350$\mu m$. Their crucial characteristic for this project is the aspherical cross-sectional profile characterized by a conic constant of $K = -1$, corresponding to a parabola [24]. The microlenses are arranged on a hexagonal array with a pitch of 250$\mu m$, the $5mm \times 5mm$ array containing more than 400 microlenses.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, a thin gold layer (60$nm$) is evaporated onto the microlens array prior to the replication of the surface relief into a UV-curing resist (Norland optical adhesive 81, $n = 1.56$) on a 1$mm$ thick microscope slide. After polymerization and removal of excessive resist, the microlens array is detached from the microscope slide. The low adhesion of gold to the silica of the microlenses - as compared to its adhesion to the hardened resist - ensures that the gold composing the reflective surface of the micromirrors is transferred to the resist side. A second layer of the same UV-curing resist is applied onto the micro-mirrors, and a 80$\mu m$ thick cover-glass (Menzel #00) is deposited on top prior to a second curing step.

The very thin gold layer ensures that the mirrors are partially transparent to visible light, but highly reflective to the near infrared trapping wavelength (98.6% reflectivity calculated at 1064$nm$, the rest being essentially absorbed in the gold layer). In addition to the gain in NA with respect to a water-immersed mirror, there are several other reasons why the micromirror array is merged in resist and covered by a thin glass. The first, most important objective, is allowing the foci to be located a few microns above the cover-glass, which will constitute the bottom of a fluidic channel. This ensures that the particles in the channel will flow in the vicinity of the foci and will be captured efficiently. Second, since the refractive index is the same on both sides of...
Fig. 2. Fabrication of the micromirror array: (a) 60 nm of gold are evaporated on an array of parabolic microlenses (b) Negative replication in UV-curing resist forms the focusing micromirror array. The thin gold layer detaches from the microlens array, forming the reflective surface on the hardened resist (c) A 80 µm thick cover-glass is glued on top with additional resist merging the micromirrors.

Fig. 3. (a) Schematic illustration of the assembled fluidic device. The solution of particles flows between two microscope slides: the bottom microscope slide embedding the micromirror array and the top microscope slide with holes for fluidic access. Simply directing a collimated laser beam on the fluidic device creates the traps in the fluidic channel. (b) Picture of the assembled fluidic device. The array of golden micromirrors can be seen in the center.

The micromirror array does not act as a diverging microlens array when observing in transmission using visible light, allowing undisturbed imaging of the trapping area. Finally, the delicate resist structure composing the micromirrors is mechanically stabilized and the gold layer is well protected; this permits easy cleaning and re-use of the device.

The microlenses that were used as a master mold for the mirrors are made of fused silica, which has a relatively low index refractive index \( n_{\text{lens}} = 1.45 \) at 1064 nm. As a consequence, they are characterized by a relatively low NA of 0.15, and in this particular case the ratio \( NAPM/NAL \) is as high as six. The resist-immersed parabolic mirrors reach an aperture of \( NA = 0.96 \).

3.2. Fluidic device

The fluidic device developed for the purpose of testing the micro-mirror traps is illustrated in Fig. 3. Its bottom is composed of the microscope slide of Fig. 2(c) with embedded micromirrors.
rors. Two holes are drilled into a second 1 mm thick microscope slide, on top of which two PDMS-elastomer pieces providing support for the fluid access tubings are bonded by surface activation in a mild oxygen-plasma discharge. A 100μm thick two-sided adhesive tape, cut-up in its center to form the main fluidic channel, bonds the two microscope slides and provides a seal for the solution to be flown in the system. Two 1ml microcentrifuge tubes are used as reservoirs and connected by plastic tubes to the fluidic system (omitted in Fig. 3). The input and output reservoirs are positioned respectively a few centimeters below and above the fluidic chamber. Smooth fluid flow is generated with little air pressure (fraction of a mbar) applied to the input reservoir and controlled by a manual pressure regulator. Reducing the pressure generates backward flow thanks to a communicating vessel mechanism. The traps in the channel are simply generated by directing a collimated laser beam onto the fluidic device (the micromirrors being embedded in the device).

3.3. Laser sources, observation and fluorescence detection

The optical set-up employed in the present experiments is schematically illustrated in Fig. 4. The trapping laser source is an Ytterbium fiber laser (IPG Photonics) emitting in a linearly polarized TEM$_{00}$ mode at a wavelength of 1064nm and delivering up to 10W adjustable optical power. Two fluorescence excitation He-Ne laser beams (Polytech GmBh 543nm/0.5mW, 633nm/2mW) are expanded to a diameter close to that of the trapping laser (roughly 5mm for a 1/e$^2$ irradiance drop) and coupled in the trapping laser path using a lowpass filter. The three laser beams strike upon the micromirror array at perpendicular incidence and are focused confocally by the micromirrors.

![Optical set-up diagram](image-url)

Fig. 4. Optical set-up. Left: lasers for trapping and for fluorescence excitation. Right-above: fluorescence signals detection. The light emitted by the particles is collected at high-NA by the micromirrors and relayed onto CCD2 trough a 4f system. F1 and F2 are custom designed filters being highly reflective for the trapping laser and fluorescence excitation laser wavelengths, but transmissive for emitted fluorescence. Right-below: observation is performed in transmission through micromirror array partially transparent to visible light.

Observation of the trapping area with CCD1 is achieved in transmission across the micromir-
ror array, being partially transparent to visible light, with different magnifications ($L_1$).

In addition to providing the high-NA necessary for 3D optical trapping, the micromirrors are also used to collect fluorescence light emitted by the particles. Indeed, since particles are trapped at the focus of the mirrors, emitted fluorescence light is collected with high efficiency by the mirrors and quasi-collimated beams are subsequently relayed on a color camera (CCD2, PCO Pixelfly) through a 4f relay telescope system (0.8×) composed of lenses $L_2$ and $L_3$. $F_1$ and $F_2$ are custom designed filters (Chroma) being highly reflective at the wavelengths of the trapping laser and the fluorescence excitation lasers, but highly transmissive in passbands for fluorescence emission wavelengths.

4. Results

4.1. 3D trapping

Several solutions of polystyrene beads, with diameters ranging from 2.5 to 15 µm, were introduced in the fluidic system to test optical trapping with the micromirrors. All sizes could successfully be trapped in three dimensions. Figure 5 illustrates a transmission image of four 9.33µm polystyrene beads (Polysciences, Inc.) trapped at the focus of the parabolic micromirrors. Several arguments demonstrate that 3D trapping is achieved in the present experiments. By subsequently imaging the trapped particles and particles deposited at the bottom of the fluidic channel, the trapping plane was estimated to lie about 20µm inside the channel. Since the total depth of the channel approximates 100µm, particles certainly are not pushed against the ceiling of the channel. Another evidence demonstrating that the particles are trapped far away from the surfaces can be found by observing the particles speeds. The velocity of particles being released from the traps (e.g. turning off the trapping laser) is much higher than the one of particles flowing at the bottom of the channel. This indicates that the traps are located closer to the intermediate plane in the channel, where the parabolic flow velocity profile generates higher
flow speeds.

4.2. Trapping efficiency

The maximal transverse trapping force $F_{r}^{\text{max}}$ achievable with the micromirror tweezers was measured by the conventional viscous drag-force method relying on the Stokes formula. The force is reported using the normalized efficiency factor $Q_{r}^{\text{max}}$ [25]

$$Q_{r}^{\text{max}} = \frac{cF_{r}^{\text{max}}}{n_{\text{fluid}}P_{\text{trap}}} = \frac{c(6\pi \eta a v_{\text{max}})}{n_{\text{fluid}}P_{\text{trap}}}$$

where $n_{\text{fluid}}$ and $\eta$ are respectively the fluid refractive index and dynamic viscosity, $a$ is the particle radius, $P_{\text{trap}}$ is the optical power available at the trap, and $v_{\text{max}}$ is the maximal flow velocity that the trapped beads can sustain. Practically, the flow velocity in the fluidic channel was gently increased until the trapped particle escaped the trap, and the particle speed $v_{\text{max}}$ after the escape was measured by video microscopy. Since the trapping efficiency measurements were performed close to the center of the micromirror array, the laser power at the trap is approximated by the peak irradiance $I_{0}$ of the trapping gaussian laser beam (of half width $w$ and total power $P_{\text{tot}}$) incident onto the micromirror array, multiplied by the micromirror cross-section $A$ ($d$ is the diameter of the micromirror)

$$P_{\text{trap}} = \alpha I_{0}A = \alpha \frac{P_{\text{tot}}}{2} \left( \frac{d}{w} \right)^{2}$$

The factor $\alpha$ takes into account power losses, which are assumed to be restricted to the limited reflection at the golden mirrors (98.6\%) and to residual reflections at the air-glass and the glass-water interfaces ($\alpha = 0.93$). Using a total laser power of $P_{\text{tot}} = 8W$, the central trap in the array receives a power of $P_{\text{trap}} = 34mW$. An escape velocity of $v_{\text{max}} = 385 \pm 62 \mu m/s$ ($N = 20$) was measured for the 9.33$\mu m$ polystyrene beads, corresponding to a transverse trapping efficiency of $Q_{r}^{\text{max}} = 0.22 \pm 0.03$. The escape velocity measurements were performed on 20 different micromirrors, half of the measurements in a reverse flow direction to exclude asymmetry effects related to an eventual slight misalignment. These measurements were realized with an array of micromirrors whose focal plane was located relatively deep in the fluidic channel, $h \approx 30 - 40 \mu m$. This ensured that the particles were trapped far enough from the surface to limit proximity hydrodynamic force effects to less than 10\% [26]. Also, the axial flow velocity gradient related to the parabolic flow velocity profile, which is not considered by the Stokes formula for the viscous force, is less pronounced closer to the central plane in the channel.

4.3. Multiple trapping associated with fluorescence light collection through the micromirrors

Due to the relatively large pitch of the present micromirror array (250$\mu m$) and the limited field-of-view of the microscope objective only a fraction of the trapping area could be viewed directly in the transmission mode with sufficient resolution for observing individual particles. Nevertheless, direct observation of the trapping area is not the only possibility, and might not even be necessary. The high-NA of the micromirrors allows surveying all particles in the array in a reflection mode, overcoming this field-of-view restriction. In order to demonstrate this possibility, the micromirrors were tested as fluorescence light collectors. A solution containing a mixture of fluorescent beads, 6$\mu m$ in diameter (Molecular Probes AlignFlow), was let flow into the fluidic system. As particles are trapped at the focus of the micromirrors, they are simultaneously illuminated by the He-Ne fluorescence excitation lasers and emit fluorescent light. The latter is efficiently collected at high-NA by the micromirrors and sent through a 4-f system to the color camera (CCD2). The sequence in Fig. 6 illustrates the array of micromirrors turning-
5. Discussion

The physical configuration of the optical tweezers generated by the miniaturized parabolic mirrors is similar to that generated using a high-NA microscope objective, as both are single-beam gradient force optical traps. An advantageous difference consists in that high-NA parabolic mirrors produce convergent beams having proportionally more energy in the high spatial frequency components, due to their different apodization factor [27]. Peripheral rays in the converging cone of light are known to be of fundamental importance for the axial trap stability [28, 29], and also play an important role in the trap stability in the transverse direction [30]. Therefore, at equal NA, a parabolic mirror may allow generating more efficient traps than a high-NA objective lens. The transverse trapping efficiency of $Q_{\text{max}}^r \simeq 0.22$ obtained so far with the micromirrors is somewhat lower than typical reported values of $Q_{\text{max}}^r \simeq 0.25 - 0.35$ (for “large” $\sim 10\mu m$ polystyrene beads) using high-NA objective lenses [31, 23]. Such a relatively limited trapping efficiency may partially be explained by the micromirrors lower numerical aperture ($NA = 0.96$ with respect to commonly employed oil-immersion objective lenses performing $NA = 1.3$). Also, the micromirror surface quality has not been investigated yet, and may be inferior to that of the master microlens array due to non-conformities associated with the replication process. Finally, the spherical aberration caused by the refractive index interface at a trapping depth of $h \simeq 30 - 40\mu m$ may also be involved in this reduced efficiency [23]. Still, micromirrors could be designed to reach the same NAs as objective lenses, and their cross-sectional profile may be adapted to minimize aberration at a particular trapping depth.

A well-known issue related to the use of focusing mirrors, particularly if characterized by high-NA, is that slight deviations of the incident beam from the optical axis give rise to important levels of coma. Alignment accuracy should be better than 0.006” to ensure undistorted...
focusing [27]. Experimentally, it was observed that trapping was not as sensitive as this to the accurate alignment of the laser beam onto the micromirror array. Such a low sensitivity to alignment accuracy may be related to the miniature size of the mirrors, as the wavefront aberration scales with the size of the mirrors. Also, the sensitivity of the trapping efficiency to alignment was less important when handling relatively large particles (9.33μm beads) than with the smaller 2.5μm particles closer in size to the wavelength.

The trap depth \( h \) above the cover-glass turned out to be a critical parameter for the efficient capture of particles in the fluidic device. As particles flow through the fluidic channel, they sediment and already flow in vicinity of the bottom of the channel when arriving at the trapping area. Therefore, the best capturing yields were achieved with traps positioned 15 to 25μm above the bottom of the channel, ensuring that the particles were flowing in vicinity of the plane of the foci. Employing micromirror arrays with \( h > 30 \mu m \), particles could not be captured efficiently from the flowing solution unless operating at reduced flow speeds, allowing them enough time to raise to the level of the traps under the effect of the levitating radiation pressure.

The micromirror arrays used in these first experiments have a relatively large pitch of 250μm, consequently limiting the trap density to the order of 20 traps/mm\(^2\). Such large micromirrors were used only because microlens arrays having a smaller lens diameter, a parabolic profile, and a sufficiently high NA were not commercially available. Employing smaller micromirrors would increase the trapping density inversely proportional to the square of the mirror size. Reasonably, micromirrors with a cross-sectional diameter smaller than 50μm may be used for trapping living cells, thus the trap density could reach 500 traps/mm\(^2\). This is still by far below the highest optical trapping densities that have been achieved. However, as the trapping area is not restricted by the field of view of a microscope objective lens, the total number of traps may be increased at will (scalability). This advantage is essential when working with larger particles like living cells, having typical diameters in the 10 – 15μm range, as no more than 20-30 may be trapped simultaneously within the field of view of a high-NA objective lens. Trapping with micromirror arrays would allow increasing the total number of trapped cells by several folds. Micromirrors uniquely combine scalability with three-dimensional trapping, the latter certainly being an asset for working with biological particles having a large tendency to stick to the fluidic walls.

Another important advantage of the micromirror traps is their optical power throughput: they work with minimal power losses, when compared to tweezers based on microscope objective lenses wasting almost half of the laser power due to beam clipping or to limited optical transmission. Micromirrors also are achromatic, allowing undisturbed operation with different fluorescence wavelengths.

Obviously, trapping a large number of particles is not a goal by itself. Multiple optical trapping systems are very likely to find their highest potential in spectroscopic techniques, e.g. fluorescence or Raman spectroscopy [32], aiming at analyzing many particles at the same time and over extended periods of time. For such applications the ability to efficiently detect individual light signals from all the trapped particles at the same time is of primary importance. As demonstrated in the first experiments with artificial fluorescent particles reported above, micromirror trap arrays can be used to collect individual light signals at high-NA simultaneously from all trapped particles, giving access to multi-particle high sensitivity levels of detection. Very large assemblies of living cells could be achieved using micro-mirror arrays, opening the way for massively parallel analysis. Statistically relevant data may be collected within a single experiment, avoiding time-consuming repetitive experiments and ensuring that all particles are analyzed in the same experimental conditions.

Micromirror arrays may advantageously be integrated in microfluidic systems. In the present study, a simple fluidic device was developed only for the purpose of demonstrating the mi-
cromirror's trapping and fluorescence light collection possibilities. More sophisticated devices combining microoptics and microfluidics have been described [33]. Micromirrors may very simply be integrated in similar systems, and are potentially inexpensive and mass producible, e.g. using mold casting techniques. They are ideal candidates for optical traps integrated in lab-on-a-chip type microflow devices.

6. Conclusions

Multiple 3D optical trapping using parabolic micromirror arrays has been demonstrated. The trapping performances of these optical tweezers are comparable to those of conventional tweezers relying on macroscopic optical components. The micromirror approach allows multiple trapping in a highly scalable approach: every trap possesses its own miniaturized focusing element, thus the total number of traps is not restricted as in schemes relying on high-NA microscope objectives having a very limited field-of-view. Simultaneous yet individual fluorescence detection from all trapped particles is demonstrated using the micromirrors as high-NA light collectors, thus opening the way for multi-particle high-sensitivity levels of detection. Micromirrors could easily be integrated into all kinds of micro-fluidic systems. They represent an ideal solution for miniaturized multiple optical traps in lab-on-a-chip devices.
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